Assignment 7

Due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1. Under what circumstances does Myuthu Potter get the job at the hotel?
   - He belongs to the Mungussee community, and the job seems drab to him.
   - He sees it as ahardtwork job, but he envisions it as a stepping stone.
   - He needs the income.
   - He tells the owner that he has no job and needs the letter.
   - No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   - No belonging to the Mungussee community, but the job seems drab to him.
   - No, as a hardwork job, but he envisions it as a stepping stone.
   - No, he needs the income.

2. What does the hotel pay to its workers to prevent labor disputes?
   - Issuer (tender council order)
   - Not given
   - Issuer (password list)
   - No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Score: 1

   Accepted Answers:
   - Issuer (password list)

3. What happens soon in ten years? Like a temple festival?
   - Myuthu Potter loses sleep.
   - The roof of Myungusse's house collapses.
   - The roof of Myungussee's house is repaired.
   - Myuthu Potter's wife goes to her own house.
   - No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Score: 2

   Accepted Answers:
   - The roof of Myungussee's house is repaired.

4. Who is the fellow around like a hungry monkey?
   - Myungussee
   - Myuthu Potter's wife
   - Myuthu Potter's father
   - Myuthu Potter's son
   - No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Score: 3

   Accepted Answers:
   - Myungussee

5. Why is Myuthu Potter angry with his saw?
   - Because they insisted on him to be there.
   - Because they are not married.
   - Because they are not allowed.
   - Because they have no work.
   - Because they do not agree to build it, he leaves the Myungussee.
   - No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Score: 4

   Accepted Answers:
   - Because they are not married.

6. Why does Myuthu Potter paint the wall in Myungussee's house?
   - Because he is jealous of Myungussee and his achievement.
   - Because he wants to make more work for the workers.
   - Because the wall was not built properly.
   - Because Myungussee selected him to.
   - No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Score: 5

   Accepted Answers:
   - Because he is jealous of Myungussee and his achievement.

7. When does Myuthu Potter finally stop to sleep?
   - When his wife, the old woman, stops talking.
   - When his son went to his work.
   - When Myungussee's house is completed.
   - When he made a list and purchased the gable wall of Myungussee's house.
   - No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Score: 6

   Accepted Answers:
   - When his wife, the old woman, stops talking.

8. Why do you think Myuthu Potter feels so hungry?
   - Because he was hungry at night.
   - Because he was jealous of Myungussee.
   - Because and until he died in the eastern corner of the house.
   - Because he did not feel like at all right.
   - No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Score: 7

   Accepted Answers:
   - Because he was hungry at night.

9. What suggestion does Myuthu Potter give Myungussee about the roof of the house?
   - To have a staircase roof and not a level one.
   - To have the roof at a height of twenty feet.
   - To have a roof that is level to the height of a man's.
   - To have a roof with block tiles instead of handmade tiles.
   - No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Score: 8

   Accepted Answers:
   - To have a roof that is level to the height of a man's.

10. How does Myuthu Potter feel about the noise of house bears?
    - My wondering it with the noise of house bears.
    - My conflict with Myungussee.
    - He listens to every word she says.
    - He does not hear to her at all right of her.
    - No, the answer is incorrect.
    - Score: 9

    Accepted Answers:
    - By comparing with the noise of house bears.